
Machine learning.

How do we profile someone when we do not have any data about the individual?

We do so by building an intuition of the customer. For example, a customer works in into a physical 
clothing store. We could deduce the customer’s needs from what we’ve picked up from past data. 
Like for instance, their dressing sense and we’re able to determine their gender the moment they 
enter the store. We could also offer them products base off on what they are looking for. What is 
their race etc.

So for our app. Perhaps when it comes to recommending. We could base off their geographical 
region, what is trending on other travel agency and if we have anything relevant/popular to 
recommend to these customers base off our 2 years worth of dataset.

We start profiling our customers the moment they choose something. The information are really 
broad, we can collect information such as their IP addresses, Telco, Age, Gender, Budget etc. We 
can also have a cookie for guest users to track them. When is the app engaged most during the 
time of the year (q1-4)/(Volume)

Transaction based system 
Where people from various profile came and brought commodities. So we're able to profile them 
base on these data.

When they start choosing something. 

This is where we extract their information from the information from the 2 years of knowledge.

Feature Learning
When we extract information from Vincent's database. There will be information such as 
transaction records. Gender, age, what mode is used to book the ticket. This in machine learning is 
known as "feature learning".

During this time of the year, this user. What is the trend.

Process the data and create similarities.
Item and user similarities.

User similarities.
Which individual has similar shopping habits to another user?
Age group, gender, region.

Meeting Date 7/6/16

Members Present Sue, Remy, Benedict, Russell, Andrew

Members Absent Wei Rong

Meeting Location Meeting Room 4.1

Meeting Agenda Clarify with Professor on questions on Machine Learning.
Request for dataset
Follow up on actionable items from last week

Minutes taken by Andrew

Actionable Items • Ask Vincent & his team for data



Travel destinations are different from but most people are not conscious about it.
Some are expensive some are cheaper.

So base off these information we can come up with "Fresh recommendations" to destinations 
which are not regularly travelled.
We have to cache these information.

Item Similarities
Pre-processing, we create the required data.
We see the values inside values inside all the columns.
We rank these columns for 1-10 and shrink them within a certain scale.
We do this so that we can cluster people. Cluster is a distance base algorithm. We try to segregate 
these population.

More recent, the better. Then we go through how much people have spent on my offer. The more? 
The better score. And how much time you have done it? Quantity.

There could be a card indicator. There could be a user. We have an indicator. We can look at the 
data and see what are the indicator we are using.

With this we are able to come up with a scoring system. 1-5 on how often they are shopping with 
us.

Once we have this data, we'll create clusters. In this clusters we'll then study them then we see 
what RFM values. In these clusters we look for the average values. We then categorised them 
base on their gender, frequent Travellers. We then proceed to cluster them and be able to 
understand them better.

"Mixing your recommendation with your business rules"
If the user logs in, we're able to refine the results better. At the same time we are able to combine 
suggestions with the business rules. Which is the most favourable package for the client.

Find out the associations from the data. With the margins, we can rank them and push out the 
recommendation.

We are also able to track what people first type in the search field. We can capture this result and 
use it for our machine learning or use it for our sticky factor.

How we discriminate? We could have some data driven guesses. 
(Give Vincent’s side time them to give us data)

Customer lifetime value is always in a window period

As they acquire customer. They have data on how much they spend. What are the payment modes 
used and the success rate.

Two years down the road, we can know who are the ones who are doing business with us. We can 
see the starting window from 2014 to 2016. Who are our customers and see how much they have 
spent with us. Find our their expenses, marketing expenses and infrastructure expenses. We then 
divide this with our revenue. This will fine tune our targeting strategy and they are able to show 
their investors. Average CLV etc to show the investors that their strategy are working (this is their 
marketing factors). With the CLV score of a person, they have a score. We a find out who are the 
average, above and below. Then we try to target them with different strategy.

We have to discuss with Vincent if this makes sense or we need to further, cluster these people.



Monthly, quarterly, daily analysis. (Admin console)
Split the PNR to know the modes. Given this point of time, what is the volume of business coming 
in. First we have to concentrate on how to create the dataset by combining various dataset and 
see what we can use. We need to create the clusters and the RFM. Whenever someone new 
appears, we refer to the cache result. These transaction data are always historical but we need to 
combine various channel to come up with a conclusion.

blog.yhat.com/posts/machine-learning-for-predicting-bad-loans.html

We make use of third party providers to push our model to the cloud. When we push the model 
with the machine learning algorithm. We create a JSON file with a dependency file with the library 
file. They will create the infrastructure. They will return us the web service. We know that the 
functions are inside and the data points etc. Every time someone comes in,we'll push in data and 
see what's the response from the web service.

Knowledge base
Not in your associations
But there's a trend that people from Singapore went to Bali and then Taiwan. This would be in your 
knowledge base. This is called an Association rule. What things are done together.

How many times did these combination appear. if it appears more than 20% of the time, we can 
decide on a threshold before I can accept it as a valid travel pattern before we make it a 
recommendation for people visiting these destination.

We could liaise with the clients who are the most frequent flyers and then confirm with them that 
our analysis is true and come up with more lucrative recommendations for the cluster.

Example 4 modes of making payment
• NETS
• VISA
• MASTERCARD
• PayPal

We can create a variable for them. Nets = 1 VISA = 2
We remove the sensitive information, but we categorise the payment mode to make sense of the 
data.

The rules come the machine learning algorithm. We throw data and see what they return.

Certain X
And only 1 y

And they will give us the best rules. 
Equation comes from target variable.
We'll see what we're trying to predict.
Category? We go for tree based algorithms

Rules are generated 1 time.
These rules are generated every few months. If rules no change, then no change. If there are 
variation, we'll refine the model (depending on the input from the business)

Extract Data -> Run Analysis -> See if variation in rules -> Refine

http://blog.yhat.com/posts/machine-learning-for-predicting-bad-loans.html


Amazon example.
Amazon recommendations changes depending on your region
US site? Recommends clothes
IN site? Recommends power bank.

IP address in Singapore is dynamic so we have to use trends to compare.

Push discussion with Joshua and see how they are tracking their guests users.

Pre-processing. What should we focus on?
2-3 iterations. What various channel of data we have. How we can have a common data file. 
Maximising the amount of columns we can have on our customer. We have to come up with a final 
dataset.

Given our current working schedule. Is it possible to complete the pre-processing until August but it 
depends on Vincent

If we see the need for use of TensorFlow. Then we will use it. We don’t have to bring a sword to a 
boxing match. At the moment we don't need wrapper for now. But we’ll need libraries.


